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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father and True Mother: 

 

True Father: "If you pray for the blessing of your enemy instead of avenging yourself toward him [her], 

you will find there is a way to survive." [1] 

 

There is more than just survival: 

 

True Father: "When a person has the power to even love his enemies, he is truly a giant and there is 

nothing he cannot deal with or embrace. Ultimately that person shall conquer the world in Gods way." [2] 

 

What is God's way? 

 

True Father: "God's heart embraces even His own enemy, and will never denounce or cut him off." [3] 

 

True Parents have inherited such a heart. That means they have reached such a level of love, just as Jesus 

has. They inherited the true love of God: 

 

True Father: "The True Father and [True] Mother have committed their lives for the sake of their mission, 

for embracing the enemy world." [4] 

 

God and True Parents want all of us to reach that same standard of love. They want a whole movement 

with people with that standard: 

 

True Father: "If you have such great love that you can love even your enemy, that power will melt 

everything. God needs a movement that can melt the wrong world down and change it into the right one." 

[2] 

 

Such love for the enemy is the only power that can bring permanent healing and reconciliation to this 

world. Such love is the only power that can unite the world. 

 

A true love movement cannot be a movement where just one couple, True Parents, practice such a level of 

love. We all are called to make effort to reach that same or even a higher level.Then, and only then, can 

we make a real difference, can we establish the world of the heart. 

 

All the fighting in this world can only be overcome by people who love others the way God does, no 

matter what they believe and think, no matter what they do or have done etc. That means we need to 

develop the heart of God and True Parents in ourselves. The true parental heart can rise above all the 

struggles in the world without getting involved in them. It does not get involved in fighting, but loves, 



respects and embraces everyone, without hesitating: 

 

True Father: "Always maintain the heart of a father [mother]... Keep your relationship above that of 

brothers [and sisters] in which the controversy of Cain and Abel can develop.The parent's heart is above 

this and is in the sight of God, and is therefore safe." 

 

Only if we focus our life on developing the heart of God and True Parents in ourselves, can we become 

second Gods and substantial Messiahs ourselves, can we love everyone as they do. Then we will rise 

above all struggles in the world, by loving and embracing everyone just the way they are. Then it will not 

matter anymore to us if they are Hindus, Muslims, Christians, atheists or whatever. It will not matter if 

they believe what we believe or not, if they do what we think is right or not, if they are humble or 

aggressive. All this will not matter to the true parental heart, that simply embraces, respects and loves 

everyone the way he or she is. 

 

True Father: "I have to love everyone, the good and the bad. Unless I love everyone, I cannot represent 

God." [5] 

 

That most certainly applies to all of us as well. Only if we can love, respect and embrace "good and bad" 

alike, are we representing God and True Parents. Only then will be become princes and princesses of 

God, kings and queens of love: 

 

True Father: "The couples I create will march forward as flag bearers who can love their enemies. 

Together they will become princes and princesses of God. This is the exciting life we live." [2] 

 

We become such true royalty if in our daily life we rise above possible resentments, if we rise above 

fighting with people, if we rise above antagonizing others, if we rise above retaliating, if we rise above 

putting others down, if we rise above trying to force others to do what we want them to do, to think as we 

think etc etc: 

 

True Father: "The power of true love is not to fight, not to force, but to win over someone naturally. There 

is no power stronger than this." [6] 

 

True Father: "We all have to come to the point of interacting with each other with true love, knowing that 

this is the shortest route to attaining world peace. Any one of us who insults or is hostile to our neighbour 

cannot contribute to world peace or God's providence." [7] 

 

And who is our neighbour? Everyone is. As we love everyone with divine love, God-like love, we indeed 

create world peace: 

 

True Mother: "All of us desire to live in happiness in a world of peace. We can attain this dream. Let us 

forgive our enemies, love our neighbours as if they were our own flesh and blood...." [8] 

 

If we want peace in the world, we need to focus on advancing in heart, developing our love, not getting 

distracted from that by anything: 

 

True Father: "Now is the time for each person to develop true love, which is the origin and basic element 

of world peace." [7] 

 

Now is the time! Every second is precious. There is no time to lose: 

 

True Father: "The person who ignores the value of each and every moment to love will lose what is truly 

precious." [9] 

 

Love from Bruno 
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